Bon Mots
Grandpa says:
Don’t pray for a
bike. God doesn’t
work that way.
Steal one and ask
for forgiveness.

Recipe Corner
Grits and Shrimp
Ingredients
2 cups chicken broth
2 cups milk
1/3 cup butter, cubed
3/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
3/4 cup uncooked oldfashioned grits
1 cup shredded cheese
8 chopped bacon strips
1 pound uncooked
medium shrimp
3 garlic cloves, minced
1 tsp Cajun seasoning
4 green onions, chopped
Directions
Bring the broth, milk,
butter, salt and pepper to a
boil. Slowly stir in grits.
Reduce heat. Cover and
cook for 12-14 minutes or
until thickened, stirring
occasionally. Stir in cheese
until melted. Set aside.
Fry bacon over medium
heat until crisp. Remove
saving 4 tsp drippings.
Sauté shrimp, garlic and
seasoning in drippings until
shrimp turn pink. Serve
with grits and sprinkle with
onions. H/T to reader
Glenn Quiggle of
LaGrange, Georgia
for this recipe tip.
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All the news I see fit to print.
Freedom of the press belongs to those who own one.

Let your mind
wander back twenty
years, or maybe just
ten and try to place
the following actual
headlines into that
timeframe:
Harvard Elects Atheist As Lead Chaplain
News-channel fishing for stories of unvaccinated dying from
Covid-19 gets over 182,000 responses of Vaccine injuries
and deaths instead… and the list is still growing.
FDA Hearing: Doctors and Experts Testify Government Data
Demonstrates COVID Shots are Dangerous and May Kill
More Than They Save. VAERS is the Vaccine Adverse
Event Reporting System put in place by the CDC in 1990,
a voluntary reporting system that has been estimated to
account for only 1% yet latest number is 14,925 dead and
19,210 with permanent disability from the Covid vaccines.
Biden Appears To Forget Australian Prime Minister’s Name
During Joint Appearance
Durham Indictment Shows Clinton Likely Worked With Top
Google Exec To Fabricate Russia Hoax.

Book Report
Author was once employed in
a university admissions
office...lots of inside info
about that process and great
student profiles make this a
very interesting book in spite
of the “chick book” reputation
Korelitz has. Her debut is pure
“chick book” bordering on
romance novel so I’ll skip but
the writing in this one is so
great it kept me entertained
which is what it should do.

There were more police, reporters and undercover
intelligence agents than protesters in Washington DC for the
J6 rally. The only armed person arrested on Saturday was an
undercover U.S. Customs and Border Protection officer.
Three Federal Reserve officials, including Jerome Powell,
held stocks and investments as the Feds pumped fake money
into them.
More than 50% of the businesses across the nation that
closed during the COVID hysteria of the past year are now
permanently closed.
FDA Bought Fetal Heads for Humanized Mice Experiments

It’s even worse than you
thought...see next page

Mal Mots
Age improves
with wine.
You’re welcome.

This Biden admin official claims to be an expert on food disorders and mental health
issues while being obese and “decertifying” his biological sex.

Speaking of decertification:
Biden – 306 electoral votes This is the January 6th totals reported. Joe’s lead was
Trump – 232 electoral votes 74 electoral votes and 36 more than needed.
AZ – 11 electoral votes
Biden: 1,672,143
Trump: 1,661,686
+10,457 for Joe

Arizona Compared 673,000 Voter Identities with the Social
Security Administration – 58% Had NO MATCH FOUND.
Maricopa county had 74,243 Mail-In Ballots counted with
“no clear record of them being sent”. Audit is completed
and report due 9.24.2021 for Maricopa County only.

GA – 16 electoral votes
Biden: 2,474,601
Trump: 2,461,965
+12,636 for Joe

Georgia audit in just Fulton county shows 147,000 mail-in
ballots were the magic suitcase ballots that they pulled
out from under a table in the dead of night after all the
election observers were sent home. Full audit underway.

WI – 10 electoral votes
Biden: 1,630,503
Trump: 1,610,036
+20,467 for Joe

Preliminary audit shows 157,299 Illegal Ballots Cast in
Wisconsin. The state legislature just voted to perform a
full audit after seven different categories of fraudulent
ballots were identified.

Flip just these three states by decertification and you have a tied election. With over 20
more states taking action on a full audit, just one more state flipped and Joe would no
longer be the most popular (p)resident ever elected. Illinois, and more recently California,
have been generally “accepted” as fraudulent voting states. The elites in both parties
have winked at each other for decades but the internet has given the deplorables the
ability to shine a huge spotlight on the flagrant inconsistencies such as the 449,163 voters
in California who received a jury duty summons to which they declined using the "I am
not a citizen, therefore I cannot sit on a jury" provision. The source for jury duty summons
candidates is the VOTER REGISTRATION list. Gotcha! Even a very biased Google search
cannot ignore these kind of stories...although they try to bury them while the Democrats
push another fraud...the pandemic (their version of Look...squirrels!).
Now what? The immediate answer would be to trade the Democrats vaccine ID’s
for voter ID’s. Then eliminate mail-in ballots and ballot harvesting. The Democrats
know what’s coming. They will be trying everything to cripple the nation with huge
illegal alien invasions, crash the economy, arm our enemies and completely destroy
the health industry. Alinsky’s Rules will be applied feverously to forestall the so
called insurrection that will have the elites running for cover (or for a nonextradition country). They’ve been pushing for a class war for decades...well,
now they have one and they are the target!

Dust Bunnies Gonna Get Ya!
Had a duct cleaning company clean
the ducts and registers. The result
was eye opening...wonder how I’ve
lived this long! Nasty stuff that
accumulates in the ductwork without getting captured by the filter.
Fascinating process and specialized
equipment including an air compressor that makes a lot of noise.
The Boys disappeared, of course
and almost two hours after the
tech guy left The Boys showed up
with an expression on their faces
that easily translated to “what the
hell was that?” The tech guy also
discovered a mysterious locked
door in the crawl space that needs
some exploring. The service includes a sanitizer and deodorizer.
Guy was also intrigued by the dust
filter gadget described in the
9.11.2021 newsletter. He also
agreed with son Chris’ advice to
keep the furnace fan running 24/7.

Until next week...
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This newsletter is published every Saturday
morning and is by opt in subscription.
That means you send me an email
requesting to be added to the list.
Or just visit my blog
Please feel free to pass it on.

